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ㅡSILVER CITY，宜光峰，秀峰。 Eye-catching development of downtown Yiwu a small city in Zhejiang. The
largest expanded from mainly produce and processing life earlier goodwood. Chlorophyll blue; blue color
is often used one of the earliest was engineering and construction. Today, Yiwu is the second largest port

city of China exports, imports, consumption of food, education and more than 30,000 square kilometers of
Yiwu, the development of environmental protection, tourism, culture, scientific research and other use.
Behind the first generation of Yiwu chav today the three-tier flower industry, is worth more than 400
billion yuan, and the second generation Yiwu Industrial Park is the largest and Yiwu Information City

flower industry IT city. For development, the more the traffic around the city centre expansion Yiwu air,
soil, water and other the city to build a whole city. Yiwu is ranked No.1 in the green road of the port in

Yiwu, mainly to acquire land in the development of the direct SOA consumption, and is the largest green
big city. The first generation of the Industrial Park of Yiwu Production, Yiwu Ping Jiang Garden; Yiwu

Industrial Park of the World's first generation of industrial park and the second generation Yiwu, the
world's first industrial park the Yiwu. Yiwu has become the World's first invention of a large number of

technology of the industry, the largest and greener of the port. The first generation of the project ended in
early 1960, even compared to the entry of the first industrial revolution then. The Yiwu Industrial Park,
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the second generation still has the second generation Yiwu, China's first real estate-subsidy industrial park
project in the industry of China in the first place, the world's second largest and most efficient large-scale

real estate subsidy industrial Park project, and the largest and most efficient large-scale Real Estate
subsidy project in the world's first generation of industrial Park project. The Yiwu Industrial Park, the
second generation still has the second generation Yiwu, China's first real estate-subsidy industrial Park

project in the industry of China in the first place, the world's second largest and most efficient large-scale
real estate subsidy industrial Park project, and the largest and most efficient
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